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one thousand and one hundred volt at station. State number of alterations per minute. Exciter to be belt driven from alternator shaft. By "nominal" or ' 'rated*' capacity is meant that load at which the dynamo will run continuously, without undue heating. Proposals will state the capacity, and the amount of overload the machine will safely stand for three hours run in hot weather. Bids are also desired on direct connected generators, with high speed engine of approved design. Bids must give full details, and be accompanied by drawings.
Attachments: Machine to have insulated base frame, belt tightener, self-oiling bearings, automatic regulator, and all necessary station and switch-board apparatus, including lightning arresters. SJubmit a list 6f station equipment intended to be furnished.
Regulators: Must automatically control the current over the entire range of the capacity of the machine, without undue heating, or sparking; so that the power required is at all times proportionate to the number of lamps burning. It must provide a steady and uniform light, with variations in the engine speed not exceeding three per cent. The regulators must protect the dynamos in case of short circuiting on the line.
Erection: Contractors will deliver machine, and all station apparatus, and erectsame in position, including substantial foundations of concrete. They will run wires in station between outlet where external construction begins, and switchboard, machines, arresters, exciter, grounds, etc. Wire to Okonite. Furnish and place switch-board, and erect all apparatus thereon. Furnish expert to erect, adjust, and run apparatus ten days, instructing the city's attendants in its care and operation. Contractor must keep informed as to the progress of the work, and arrange the time of his experts accordingly, and there will be no allowance for extra time or traveling expenses, not specially ordered. State charge per day for the time of expert longer than ten days.
Acceptance: Before leaving, the expert must satisfactorily make the capacity test, and such other tests as the city may require to satisfy itself that the provisions of the contract have been fully carried out. At the end of the ten days' run, the apparatus will be accepted, providing the requirements of the contract have been fully met.
Switch Board: Furnish and ^rect a switch-board, complete, of good, hard, well seasoned wood, providing for one dynamo and two mains for commercial, and for street lights as hereinafter provided. Arrange for easy access to rear of board. Submit list of apparatus to be placed on switchboard.

